
1-1 DEVICE PROGRAM 
It’s a major new initiative and part of our strategic plan to ensure that a SSCA education meets the needs of students
emerging into a rapidly changing world. Yes, each student will receive an iPad – but there’s more to it! Find out the
purposes and goals of this program, as well as important policies and logistics.

ATHLETICS
It’s a signature component of the SSCA experience, and the cost of participation is now included in tuition! Learn about
the opportunities available to students, how they can get involved, what they can expect, and how they will grow in
athletic ability and Christian character.

SSCA ORCHESTRA
Formerly a fee-based pull-out option, the new SSCA orchestra program is baked into the school day. That means more
growth as a musician and, ultimately, more diverse performance opportunities. Find out how to get involved, even if
your student has never played an instrument!

ACADEMIC SCHEDULE
Important enhancements to our schedule have opened new opportunities for electives in choir, orchestra, and visual
arts; clubs and activities; and discipleship and collaboration. It works differently from our old schedule – find out how
the new schedule works and why!

MS AND HS RETREATS
For many years, these overnight excursions have helped students to feel connected to one another, to their teachers,
and to the Lord. These fun, active, vital community builders are essential to the SSCA experience. Come learn about the
components of these trips, why they are important, and how they work.

PARENT AMBASSADOR TEAM
All SSCA parents desire a vibrant community for their kids at SSCA…and then find it for themselves as well! The PAT
helps to cultivate community among SSCA families, while building strong connections with the school and undertaking
fun, meaningful projects to enhance school life. Learn how to get involved in this vibrant group!

UPPER SCHOOL INFO NIGHT!
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8 AT 6:30 PM
Welcome back! Ready to dive into some of the opportunities and changes this year will bring?

Choose your sessions!

RECEPTION ROOM GYM MUSIC ROOM

6:30-6:55 PM 1-1 DEVICE PROGRAM SSCA ORCHESTRAATHLETICS

7:00-7:25 PM 1-1 DEVICE PROGRAM SSCA ORCHESTRAATHLETICS

7:30-7:55 PM MS AND HS RETREATS PARENT AMBASSADOR TEAMACADEMIC SCHEDULE

8:00-8:30 PM MS AND HS RETREATS PARENT AMBASSADOR TEAMACADEMIC SCHEDULE


